Airport and Airspace Simulation Conference
13-15th August 2009
Point Roberts Airpark, Point Roberts, WA

This is the second of an annual educational conference for airport, airline and air traffic control professionals who wish to learn about the latest paradigm in management and operations planning of airport and airspace processes such as check in, carry-on security, hold baggage screening, retailing, immigration, customs, gate assignment, runway operations, de-icing, take off queue, approach separations, crossing runways management and much more. The three day conference will include presentations from CEOs, COOs and Managers of major international airports, aircraft manufacturers and airlines as well as hands on training in operations management with the world’s most advanced airport and airspace simulator, ARCport ALTO (Airside, Landside, Terminal and Onboard) from Aviation Research Corporation (ARC).

On day one, a dozen speakers will share their challenges and experiences. The speakers include, but are not limited to:

- Lee Marchisio, Director, Office of Governor of Washington, USA
- Jonathan Young, Program Director, Group Strategy, Manchester Airport Group, UK
- Fernando Bosque, CEO, MBJ Airports Ltd. Montego Bay, Jamaica
- Diego Alonso-Tabares, Sr. Airport Compatibility Engineer, Airbus SA, France
- Alfonso Cusi, GM, Manila International Airport Authority, Philippines
- Andrew Harrison, COO, Delhi International Airport, India
- Dave Tomber, Manager, Planning, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, USA
- Roger Wuthrich, COO Geneva International Airport, Switzerland
- Sabine Trenk, Chief Development Officer, Lima, Peru
- Karl McGrath, Airside Simulation, AirBiz, Australia
- Doug Wendt, Terminal Simulation, Atlanta Hartsfield International Airport, USA
- Lara Reid, Airport Planner, The Halcrow Group, UK

On day two, attendees will have the opportunity to receive hands on training in operational decision making with ARCport simulation and potentially a tour of a major airport in the Vancouver-Seattle-Victoria triangle (subject to demand). On day three, there will be a full day of family friendly educational and developmental activities, including a dinner at the ARC Hangar.

Regular conference fees are $300 for employed staff, and $75 for students. An early bird special is available for $100 and $50 respectively, if registration takes place before 15 July 2009. Unemployed staff and certain positions within organizations are eligible for free admission with prior arrangement. Admission includes three lunches, one dinner, all coffee breaks and daily transportation from the Coast Tsawwassen Inn, the official conference hotel, to the ARC hangar*. Contact ARC at +1-360-945-2962 or email whubbard@arc-us-ca.com for further information and registration details.

*Point Roberts is in the US, adjacent to the border with Canada. Therefore, a Canadian or US passport and for non Canadians or those not eligible for the Visa Waiver program, a US visa is necessary. ARC can issue letters of invitation to facilitate the US visa. Requests must be made at least by 1 July 2009.